Designed and made by Sally Ablett - Quilt 1
Size 60" x 72" - unfinished block size 12½" x 12½"

Main Diagram

Requirements
Fabrics from the Over the Rainbow collection

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

A579.2 - Rainbow sparkles on blue - 1yd - 1mtr
A441.5 - All over rainbow on nearly black - ⅜yd - 40cm
A580.2 - Shooting rainbow stars on blue - ⅜yd - 40cm
A577.1 - Pastel rainbow flower - ⅜yd - 40cm
A578.1 - Pastel pink little rainbows - ⅜yd - 40cm
A579.1 - Rainbow sparkles on cream - 1yd - 1mtr
A441.4 - All over rainbow on light turquoise - ⅜yd - 40cm
A580.3 - Shooting rainbow stars on nearly black - ⅜yd - 40cm
A577.2 - Bright rainbow flower - ⅜yd - 40cm
A578.2 - Blue little rainbows - ⅜yd - 40cm
BB276 - Bumbleberries Rainbow pink 11/2yds - 1.40m

Wadding and backing 64" x 76"
All measurements include ¼" seam allowances; press each seam as you go.

Cutting
From each of the fabrics 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 you need to cut
15 x 3½" x 6⅞" cut a 45º angle from top left corner
this will be a 3½" triangle on the short sides.
From each of the fabrics 1 and 6 cut
30 x 2" x 9½" block side strips
30 x 2" x 12½" block top and bottom strips
From fabric 11 cut
60 x 3⅞" x 3⅞ cut in half diagonally once
30 x 3½" x 3½"

Making up the blocks

Block 1

Block 2

Lay out the fabric pieces for block 1. Sew a triangle of background fabric
to the pattern fabric strip.

Do the same to the other three pieces, press. Now lay out as block
diagram1. With right sides together place the centre square on to the
left-hand corner strip. Stitch down halfway from the top. Where the black
spots are on diagram 1, press back. Next sew the top strip to your work,
2, press back and then stitch 3. Stitch up the last piece to complete the
block, 4.

Diagram 1

3

2

4

5
Stitch the block strips to the sides press back, top and bottom.
You need 15 blocks in total of block 1. Block 2 is made up in the same
way as block 1, again 15 blocks in total.

Making up quilt top
Lay out the blocks as in the maim diagram. Stitch in rows

On each of the rows press your seams in the opposite way each time as
this will help when you are stitching the rows together.
Stitch the rows together.

Quilting
Sandwich quilt top, wadding and backing together. Quilt by hand or
machine as desired. Trim backing and wadding to size of quilt.

Binding
Use your favourite method from fabric 12 to bind the quilt.
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Designed and made by Sally Ablett - Quilt 2
Size 60" x 72" - unfinished block size 12½" x 12½"

Main Diagram

Requirements
Fabrics from the Over the Rainbow collection

1. A579.3 - Rainbow sparkles on nearly black - 1yd
2. A441.3 - All over rainbow on blue - ⅜yd - 40cm
3. A580.1 - Shooting rainbow stars on cream - ⅜yd - 40cm
4. A577.3 - Bright rainbow flower on nearly black - ⅜yd - 40cm
5. A578.3 - Bright little rainbows - ⅜yd - 40cm
6. A579.2 - Rainbow sparkles on blue - 1yd - 1mtr
7. A441.5 - All over rainbow on nearly black ⅜yd - 40cm
8. A580.2 - Shooting rainbow stars on blue - ⅜yd - 40cm
9. A577.1 - Pastel rainbow flower - ⅜yd - 40cm
10. A578.1 - Pastel pink little rainbows - ⅜yd - 40cm
11. BB270 - Bumbleberries Aqua - 11/2yds - 1.40m
Wadding and backing 64" x 76"
All measurements include ¼" seam allowances; press each seam as you go.

Cutting
From each of the fabrics 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 you need to cut
15 x 3½" x 6⅞" cut a 45º angle from top left corner
this will be a 3½" triangle on the short sides.
From each of the fabrics 1 and 6 cut
30 x 2" x 9½" block side strips
30 x 2" x 12½" block top and bottom strips
From fabric 11 cut
60 x 3⅞" x 3⅞ cut in half diagonally once
30 x 3½" x 3½"

Making up the blocks

Block 1

Block 2

Lay out the fabric pieces for block 1. Sew a triangle of background fabric
to the pattern fabric strip.

Do the same to the other three pieces, press. Now lay out as block
diagram1. With right sides together place the centre square on to the
left-hand corner strip. Stitch down halfway from the top. Where the black
spots are on the diagram, press back. Next sew the top strip to your
work, 2, press back and then stitch 3. Stitch up the last piece to
complete the block, 4.

Diagram 1

3

5

Stitch the block strips to the sides press back, top and bottom.

2

4

You need 15 blocks in total of block 1. Block 2 is made up in the same
way as block 1 again 15 blocks in total.
Making up quilt top
Lay out the blocks as in the maim diagram. Stitch in rows

On each of the rows press your seams in the opposite way each time as
this will help when you are stitching the rows together.
Stitch the rows together.
Quilting
Sandwich quilt top, wadding and backing together. Quilt by hand or
machine as desired. Trim backing and wadding to size of quilt.

Binding
Use your favourite method from fabric 12 to bind the quilt.
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